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Lakeland Education Association, hereinafter referred to 8s the Association, 

filed a petition with the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission, hereinafter 
referred to as the Commission, alleging that an impasse existed between it and 
the Walworth County Handicapped Children's Education Board, hereinafter referred 
to as the Employer. It requested the Commission to initiate arbitration pur- 
suant to Section 111.70(4)(cm) 6 of the Municipal Employment Relations Act. A 
member of the Commission's staff conducted an investigation in the matter. 

The Association is a labor organ;zation maintaining its offices at 124 South 
Dodge Street, Burlington, WI. The Employer is a municipal employer maintaining 
its ofiices as 504 West Court Street, Elkhorn, WI. At all times material herein 
the Association has been and is the exclusive collective bargaining represen- 
tative of certain employees of the Employer in a collective bargaining unit con- 
sisting of all certified teaching personnel including classroom teachers, 
librarians, special teachers and teachers on leave, but excluding administra- 
tors, work experience counselors, educational programmers, nurses, social 
workers, psychologists, and physical and occupational therapists. The 
Association and the Employer have been parties to a collective bargaining 
agreement covering wages, hours and working conditions of the employees which 
expired on June 30, 1991. 

On June 19, 1991 the parties exchanged their initial proposals on matters to 
be included in a new collective bargaining agreement. Thereafter, the parties 
met on six occasions in efforts to reach accord on a new agreement. On April 
13, 1992, the Association filed a petition requesting that the Commission ini- 
tiate arbitration pursuant to Section 111.70(4)(cm) 6 of the Municipal 
Employment Relations Act. The investigation conducted by a member of the 
Commission's staff reflected that the parties were deadlocked in their nego- 
tiations. By October 12, 1992 the parties submitted their final offers and 
thereupon the investigator notified the parties that the investigation was 
closed and that the parties remained at impaese. 



The Commission ordered that arbigration be initiated for the purpose of 
issuing a final and binding award to resolve the impasse existing between the 
partier; and directed that they select an arbitrator. Upon being advised that 
the parties had,selected Zel s. Rice II a~ the arbitrator, the Commission issued 
an order on November 24, 1992 appointing Zel S. Rice II as the arbitrator to 
issue a final yd binding award to resolve the impasse by selecting either the 
total final offyr of the Association of the total final offer of the Employer. 

At the hearing, the Employer alloied the Association to amend its final 
offer. As a reiult, the parties have reached agreement on all iseues but health 
insurance benefits. 

The Association's final offer, attached hereto and marked Exhibit 1, 
provides that t$e Employer shall pay 100 percent of the premium for q health 
plan with benefits equal to or better then the insurance benefits provided in 
the proposal ofithe Wisconsin Education Association Insurance Group for full 
time teachers. ~IIt proposes that the Employer abandon the self-funding feature 
of the current plan and implement a comprehensive major medioal plan. The plan 
would be implemented within 30 days of the arbitration award or a8 8oon 
thereafter as ii practicable. The Association's proposal increases the level of 
benefits beyond~the Employer's proposal. The front end deductible is $100.00 
per individual with 3 deductibles per family. Once the deductible charges are 
met, covered services would be provided at no additional cost to the insured. 
The maximum out,of pocket expenses would be $100.00 per individual or $300.00 
per family. Th$ Association's proposal increases the level of benefits in 
several areae i&luding psychiatric care benefits and a prescription drug card. 

The Employer's final offer, attached hereto and marked Exhibit 2 would con- 
tinue the self funded health insurance plan of the Employer but would revise the 
health insurancg benefit structure to a comprehensive major medical plan. The 
proposed health iinsurance plan has a calendar year front end or across the board 
deductible of $100.00 pet member with an aggregate family limit of $300.00. 
After the dedu&ible costs have been met, the plan pays 80 percent of all 
covered services. The out of pocket limit under the Employer's proposed health 
insurance plan + $500.00 per calendar year for single coverage and $l,OOO.OO 
per calender year for family coverage. The out of pocket limits include the 
deductible costs. 

ASSOCIATION'S P&ITION 

The parties have not stipulated to a comparable group since 1985. The 
Association proposes a comparable group consisting of all Walworth County Public 
Schools, hereindfter referred to as Comparable Group A. The schools in 
Comparable Group A include Delavan Darien, East Troy, Elkhorn, Whitewater, 
Williams Bay, B<dger Union Bigh School, Brookwood, Lake Geneva Elementary, 
Traver, Woods, W&worth Union High School, Fontana, Reek, Sharon, and Walworth 
Elementary. There are about 75 special education teachers in the bargaining 



unit represented by the Association*and approximately one-third of them teach at 
the Employer's building in Elkhorn. The rest have assignments at the public 
schools in Walworth County. The Association proposes another Comparable group 
consisting of the six county handicapped children's education boards in 
Wisconsin, hereinafter referred to as Comparable GtOUp B- These county 
handicapped children's education boards are located in Brown County, Calmet 
County, Hanitowoc County, Marathon County and Racine County. 

The Association argues that the intraindustry comparison between COmp&&le 
school districts is the most persuasive of the possible comparisons. It con- 
tends that when considering impasses involving teachers, comparisons with other 
non-teaching public employees are entitled to relatively little weight due t0 
the non-comparability of the work performed by teachers versus other gOVe3XLlent*l 

employees. The Association takes the position the evidence of actua7 historical 
reliance upon a comparable group provides well defined points of reference for 
arbitrators to realistically weigh the likely impact of the settlement on the 
bargaining decisions of the parties and the most important consideration is 
whether the parties have expressly relied upon the comparabl~groups in the 
past. It asserts that the feeder districts consisting of the schools to which 
the Employer has provided services provide standard configurations for arbitra- 
tors to consider as a comparable group. The Association argues that on the issue 
of fringe benefits such as insurance, the school districts within the area 
served by the Employer constitute the most comparable group. It contends that 
arbitrators first look to the parties bivgaining history and are reluctant t0 
depart from the comparisons used by the parties in the past. The Association 
takes the position that the Employer's special education teachers should be corn- 
pared to other teachers in Walworth County. It asserts that it should no longer 
be covered by the Employer's self-funded health insurance because a self-funded 
plan has a higher cost of doing business because of claims, administration, corn- 
missions and the expenditures for stop loss insurance. The Association argues 
that a small self-funded entity like the Employer has a high cost of doing 
business. It contends that it is very unusual for a self-funded group of less 
than 150 employees to have a total cost of business less than 15 percent and 
points out that during the past 12 years the WEA Insurance Group has returned 
apprOximately 92 percent of every premium dollar in the form of benefits and had 
an operating cost of 8 percent of the total premium dollars. The Association 
takes the position that a self-funded employee knows where the claim 
dollars are spent and the employees have no confidentiality. It asserts that 
the final arbitrator in a self-funded plan is the Employer and the employees do 
not kow the real cost of the plan. The Association argues that the self funded 
plans are subject to very little regulation by either state law or the office of 
the Commissioner of insurance. It contends that neither the Employer nor the 
Union knows the real cost of self funded plan benefits until many months after 
the end Of the plan year because claims are not submitted on the date they are 
incurred. The Association takes the position that going to a self-funded plan 
results in the loss of the Commissioner of Insurance regulation jeopardizing 
state mandated benefits, slower payments and loss of confidentiality of medical 
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records. It asserts that neither pa&y to the dispute is proposing the status 
quo on health insurance and points out that the deductibles are the same in both 
pt0posr11s. The;Union points out that the Employer's proposal pays only SO per- 
cent of the first $Z,OOO.OO after the deductible and a 100 percent after the 
$2,000.00 whilelthe Association's proposal includes payment of 100 percent after 
the deductible is met. It goes on to point out that a number of the benefits of 
the Aseociationjs proposal are superior to those provided by the Employer's pro- 
posal. The Assdciation argues that its projected premium for 1993 would be 
$179.30 for the~;single premium and $463.90 for family premium while the 
Employer's pro~sal would be $178.00 for a single premium and $454.00 for the 
family premium. ;, It points out that the current number of the Employer's 
employees coverad by the self-funded plan is sufficient to add stability to the 
program, because 1,026 employees are covered by the plan and the members of the 
bargaining unit ~constitute about 6 percent of that total. The Assocjation 
asserts that the Employer has offered no documentation that would suggest that 
covering 6 per&t fewer employees would have an impact on the cost of the plan. 
It points out t&t the Employer provides dental insurance and long term disabi- 
lity insurance for members of the bargaining unit through theWisconsin 
Education Assoc$ation Insurance Group and the rest of the Employer’s employees 
are under the self-funded plan for those benefits. 

EMPLOYE:R'S POSIkON 

The Employer argues that the internal cornparables are exactly the same as 
its proposal to khe Association. Eight of its bargaining units represented by 

four other uniods agreed to the same self-funded health insurance plan that the 
Employer has proposed to the special education teachers and the teachers consti- 
tute its only bargaining unit that has not agreed to accept the proposal. 
It contends thad internal cornparables rather than external comp~~ables should 
determine the outcome of disputes on fringe benefit issues. The Employer take8 
the paition that there is no valid reason for providing significantly different 
health plans toidifferent bargaining units because they have the same CCmUIUnity 

of interest regkdless of which Union represents them. It asserts that internal 
consistency wit? respect to fringe benefits is a very significant factor for BII 
arbitrator to consider and points out that the Association's health insurance 
proposal would &eate a benefit system that would be unique among the Employer's 
employees. The (Employer argues that failure to honor the existing pattern Of 
health 11 insurancg ~111 undercut voluntary collective bargaining by providing 
superior benefits to the bagaining unit that held out for arbitration as 

opposed to the voluntary agreements of the eight other bargaining units. It 
points out that lithe Association has always received the same health benefits as 
all of the Employers other bargaining units and it has failed to identify a 
recent and sign{ficant change in circumstances that would compel a change from 
the well establ&hed practice of uniform health insurance for all employeeS. 
The Employer tal(es the position that the internal comparable8 in the this case 
indicate a pattern that has been established by strong vigorous unions and there 
is no compelling, reason or any reason at all to make an exception for the 
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Association. It asserts that it is.6ot necessary to offer a Quid Pro QuO for 
health insurance changes in view of its rapidly escalating premium Costs. The 
Employer argues that health insurance costs must be considered as merely One 
economic item that is part of a larger economic package and rising health 
insurance premium costs alone alter the status guo and negate the requirement 
for a Quid Pro Quo. It points out that its health insurance premiums have 
increased in the last two years from $382.00 per month to $454.00 per month 
which was an 18.8 percent increase. The Employer takes the position that these 
large premium increases disrupt the status guo and require the parties to reach 
a whole new agreement on economic matters without the necessity of offering a 
Quid Pro Quo. It asserts that the internal comparable6 fully support its posi- 
tion and no Quid Pro Quo was given to those bargaining "nits. The Employer 
points out that it has already agreed to pay an additional 6200.00 per returning 
teacher to help offset the cost impact of the changes in health insuVnce 
program which is similar to the Quid Pro Quo received by all of the other inter- 
nal cornparables. It takes the position that Comparable Group A, consisting of 
the feeder schools that it was established to service, is the most appropriate 
external comparable group. The Employer points out that arbtirators have con- 
sistently held the appropriate conparables for a Handicapped Children's 
Education Board are the school districts serviced by it. It asserts that 
Comparable Group C, consisting of the sixteen school districts of Burlington, 
Delavan-Darien, East Troy, Elkhorn, Fontana, Geneva Jt4, Geneva City Jt#Z, Lake 
Geneva DBS, Lake Geneva JtYl, Lina Jt04, Linn Jt#6, Sharon Jt. 11, Walworth 
DBS, Walworth Jtfl, Whitewater and Williams Bay establish a clear settlement 
pattern for it to follow. Those schools are the feeder schools serviced by the 
Employer. It argues that there is no justification for expanding the comparable 
group to include K-E, Union High School and K-12 districts from adjoining coun- 
ties. The Employer contends that its salary proposal is higher than the 
weighted average salary of Comparable Group C and constitutes a true and veri- 
fiable Quid Pro Quo for the changes in the insurance plan. 

DISCUSSION 

Interest arbitrators usually find that internal cornparables rather than 
external cornparables determine the outcome of fringe benefit disputes. In this 
case, eight other bargaining units of the Employer have agreed to the identical 
health insurance changes that have been proposed to the Association. The major 
problem in health insurance today is cost containment and arbitrators recognize 
it. Over the past five years, the Employer's premiums have increased nearly 110 
percent. The Employer's proposal is designed to restructure the current plan 
and alter the benefits to encourage cost containment. The eight other 
bargaining units with which the Employer negotiates, agreed to the restructured 
plan that is being offered to the Association. Arbitrators have consistently 
held that internal comparisons with other bargaining "nits of the same Employer 
carry great weight in the absence of some unusual circumstance. Employers 
strive for consistency among employees with respect to fringe benefits and par- 
ticularly health insurance. They want to avoid being "whip sawed" by the 
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. 
varioue bargaining units. There is no reason why significantly different health 
plans lahould be made available to different bargaining units of the same 
employer in the absence of unique circumstances. Basic insurance needs do not 
vary significantly across bargaining units and the health insurance needs of the 
teachers of han$icapped students do not differ substant.ially from those of the 
Employer's other employees. The community of interest of employees of the same 
employer is reletively the same. The Employer has always maintained an internal 
pattern of equify in its health insurance programs for its employees. The 
internal health~,insurance relationships of previously settled agreements with 
other unions representing the Employer's employees is a significant factor for 
the arbitrator f-o consider. The Employer has established a settlement pattern 
with the bargaining units with which it has reached agreement end its offer to 
the Association~mis consistent with it. Internal consistency with respect to 
fringe benefits is a very significant factor for the arbitrator to consider. 
The Association:s health insurance proposal would create a benefit system that 
would be unique/among the Employer's employees. Changes in health insurance 
benefits given to the Employer's employees should be consistent end recognize 
that viziations'between employee groups of the same Employer'8hould be avoided 
if it is at all'possible. 

The Association is asking the arbitrator to break the pattern set by the 
internal cornparables and allow the bargaining unit it represents to enjoy health 
insurance benefits that are unique and superior to those agreed upon by the 
eight other bargaihing units. Failure to honor pattern reached by bargaining 
will undercut voluntary collective bargaining because it will encourage other 
bargaining units to take their chances in arbitration rather than settle on 
terms consistent with other internal settlements. The use of arbitration to 
obtain superior,benefits or conditions of employment has an adverse effect on 
the morale of ofher workers of the same employer. The internal pattern is 
favored since it realistically reflects the outcome of successful negotiations. 

The conceptl,of collective bargaining is based on the theory that strong 
unions have the,,political and ecomonic muscle to bargain on an equal basis with 
the Eq>loyer. The eight other bargaining units with which the Employer nego- 
tiates,. are represented by four different Unions and they certaining have both 
political and ekonomic strength. They have reached agreements with the Employer 
that reflect a result that could be expected after negotiations between strong 
and realistic unions and a strong and realistic Employer. Arbitrators should 
not depart fromiithe pattern of fringe benefits provided to other bargaining 
units of the Embloyer as a result of collective bargaining unless there is a 
clear showing that the units suffers in comparison or there is some compelling 
reason for it. 'Here there is no evidence that the unit represented by the 
Association suffers in comparison with ether bargaining units of the Employer 
and there is no'compelling reaeon to give them a health insurance program dif- 
ferent from thelother employees. A major change in health insurance that 
departs1 from the basic pattern of health insurance agreed upon by other 
employees of the Employer should not be achieved through the arbitration 
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. 
process unless there ia a substantial inequity that is unfair or unreasonable or 
contrary to accepted standarde. That is not the caee here. Since negotiations 
first began, the Association has always received the came health insurance bene- 
fits for the employees that it represents that all other bargaining units Of 
the Employer have received. There is no evidence that identifies a significant 
change in circumstances that would compel the termination of this relationship 
with the other bargaining units. 

The collective bargaining agreement between the Employer and the Association 
contains a provision that seema to argue against separate treatment for the 
Association with respect to health insurance. It states that the Employer will 
provide the teaching staff with any insurance plan that any other of the 
Employer's bargaining units receive and it goes on to state that the health 
insurance benefits will be the same plan approved by the other bargaining 
units. That provision recognizes the community of interest shared by the 
employees represented by the Association with the other bargaining units of the 
Employer. The Association has recognized that relationship by not proposing to 
delete the "me too" clause that is pert of the expired agree&k. 

The Association relies upon Comparable Group A which includes school 
districts in Walworth and Racine Counties. It also relies upon Comparable Group 
B which consists of the six county handicapped children's education boards in 
Wisconsin. Comparable Group B is not particularily appropriate because it 
includes six Handicapped Children's Education Boards spread out over Wisconsin 
that have no particular commonality with the Employer. There is no reason why 
the Association's members should receive the fame health insurance benefits that 
are given to teachers by Handicapped Children's Education Boards in Brown 
County, Marathon County and Ca1umer.t County as opposed to the plan agreed to by 
all of the Employer's other employees. The relationships between the employees 
of the Employer and those in the six counties constituting Comparable Group B 
are substantially different and there are significant differences in wages, 
hours and conditions of employment. The Association makes a better argument for 
the use of Comparable Group A because it is an intra-industry comparison between 
teachers in the same general geographic area. Some of those school districts in 
Comparable Group A constitute feeder districts consisting of the schools to 
which the Employer has provided services provide standard configurations for 
arbitrators to consider. However, the history of bargaining between the 
Employer and the Association reveals that there has not been a reliance upon a 
comparison with other teachers in Comparable Group A when health insurance has 
been agreed upon. The Employer has always provided the same health insurance 
benefits to the employees represented by the Association that it has provided to 
its other employees. The feeder schools are appropriate cornparables to consider 
in terms of wages but in this situation wages are not an issue. The sole issue 
is health insurance and the internal cornparables far outweigh the impact of any 
of the external cornparables. The history of bargaining between the Employer and 
the Association indicates that they have agreed with that concept. Since 
bargaining first began between the Employer and the Association, they have 
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. 
agreed upon a health insurance program exactly like the one the Employer provi- 
des to all of its other bargaining units and employees. 

The Associaiion argues that a small self-funded entity like the Employer has 
a high cost of doing business. No evidence was presented in support of this 
position but the arbitrator would not dispute it. However, the Employer has 
chosen to provide its health insusancg to its employees through a self-funded 
program and it $8 of the opinion that it is a realistic way to administer the 
plan. ApparenUy the other bargaining units agree with the Employer. In the 
absence of any yvidence to the contrary , the arbitrator is unable to find that 
the Employer's self-funded program has a high cost of doing business. The 
Association argiaes that the self-funded plan deprives the employees of some 
confidentialitybwith respect to their medical history. The arbitrator concedes 
this but there is no evidence that the Employer has taken advantage of this fact 
in a way that +pacts unfavorably upon its employees. The Association takes the 
position that gymg into a self-funded plan results in the loss of the 
Commissioner of,Insurance regulation and jeopardizes state mandated benefits. 
The mere fact that the program is self-funded does not necessarily jeopardize 
state mandated Lenafits. If the parties bargain those benefits as part of a 
self-funded pla& they are not lost. The Association presented no evidence that 
any of the stat+ mandated benefits would not be made available to the employees 
through the Employer's self-funded plan. 

The Association points out that a number of the benefits of its proposal 858 
superior to those provided by the Employer's proposal and that seems to be true. 
The projected p+c+uns for 1993 are very similar and cost is not a significant 
factor in selecflng one plan over the other. The Association's proposal has a 
slightly higher/premium cost than that of the Employer. 

The Association points out that the Employer seeks to decrease health 
insurance benefjts. Both the Employer and the Union recognize that soma change 
had to be made to the existing plan in order to control costs. The Association 
has proposed a blan that is somewhat different than the one proposed by the 
Employer but thy cost is about the same. It has the advantage of no co-pay pro- 
vision. Both parties are proposing a change in the status quo. The 
Association's ptoposal may cost slightly more than that of the Employer but the 
amount is not s+gnificant. Neither party has offered a real Quid Pro Quo. 
The health insurance program had to be changed in order to contain costs and 
keep them realistic enough to enable the Employer to provide a health insurance 
program to the bargaining unit. Under the circumstances, a Quid Pro Quo was not 
necessary. There are instances where a "buy out" of a benefit or a "Quid Pro 
Quo" for a concgssion on an item may be necessary. However, su,ch a condition 
need nc,t necessarily occur. Health insurance costs must be considered as merely 
one economic item that is part of a larger economic package. Rising health 
insurance premiums alone alter the status quo and negate any presumption that 
the prior cc&x&t arrangements for paying health costs should carry over to the 
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-*l.lcceB~or agreement. This arbitrat& has found that a Quid Pro Quo was 
necessary in some health insurance situations when an effort was being made to 
extend health insurance benefit6 or expand them. That is not the situation 
here. Both parties recognize that the health insurance program had to be 
changed in order to control the costs. It was in the interest of both parties 
to make some changes. The Employer has reached agreement with all of its other 
employees on a single self-funded plan. It would be unrealistic to impose 
a separate plan with somewhat better benefits for the employees repreeented by 
the Association when all of its other employees would be denied them. 

It therefore follows from the above facts and discussion thereon that the 
undersigned renders the following 

AWAFD 

After full consideration of the criteria set forth in th%%tatutes and after 
careful and extensive evaluation of the testimony, arguments,, exhibits and 
briefs of the parties, the arbitrator finds that the Employer's final offer as 
amended at the hearing more closely adheres to the statutory criteria than that 
of the Union and directs that the Employer's proposal contained in Exhibit 2 
plus the amendment be incorporated into the collective bargaining agreement as a 
resoluqion of this dispute. 

Dated as Sparta, Wisconsin this 

zzl . Rice II, Arbitrator 
/ *' / 

I' 
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FINAL OFFER OF THE 

LAKELAND EDUCATION ASSOCIAT$h 

to the 

WALWORTH COUNTY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN’S EDUCATION BOARD 

September 8, 1992 



, . . This final offer incorporates tentative agreements (Attachment 1) and the current agreement except 
aa modified below: 

1. ARTICLE VI - Compensation 

Sectron G - Insurance (change to read) 

1. Walworth County shah pay 100 percent of the premium for a health plan with 
benefits equal to or berter than the insurance benefits provided in the proposal of 
the WEAIG-for 7/01/92 to 7101193 for full time teachers. (Such plan to be 
Implemented within 30 days, or as soon as is practicable, aker the date of this 
arbitration award). 

2. ARTICLE VI - Compensation 

Section H - Retirement (change to read) 

Effective July 1, 1991, the Waiworth County Handicapped Children’s Bducanon Board 
agrees to contribute up to 6.1% of the individual teacher’s gross salary to the Wisconsin 
Retirement System. Effective January 1, 1992, the WaJworth County Handicapped 
Children’s Education Board agrees to contribute up to 6.2% of the individual teacher’s 
gross salary to the Wtsconsin Retirement System. Effective January 1, 1993, the 
Walworth County Handmapped Children’s Education Board agrees to contribute up to 
6.4% of the indtvidual teacher’s gross salary to the Wisconsin Retirement System. (This 
1s not intended to require the Board to contribute more than the minimum required 
contribution on behalf of the employees). 

3. SALARY SCHEDULE - Attached 

;: 
Effective July 1, 1991 as per attachment 2. 
Effective July 1, 1992 as per attachment 3. 

4. NEW LANGUAGE 

As soon as is practicable after the issuance of the arbitration award, the Walworth County 
Children’s Education Board will establish a flexible spending account subject to IRS 
Section 125 limitations and regulations to cover non-reimbursable medical expenses. The 
employee will also be allowed to make pretax contributions to the plan for payment of 
child care expenses and other allowed expenses. 

5. ARTICLE XIV 

Change dates to reflect term of agreement to July 1, 1991 through June 30, 1993. 



TENTATIVE AGREEMENTS 

1. 
. 

Amend Article VIII, C to add the following: 

Teachers assigned to one of the school districts served by WCHCEB shah follow 
the calendar and assigned work schedules of the assigned districts. If a district increases 
or decreases the number of actual teacher work days after the 1990-91 school year, 
teachers assigned to that district will have their compensation increased or deceased 
accordingly on a pro-rata daily basis from the WCHCEB salary schedule. Actual work 
days are defined as student cohtact, inservice, records, etc. excluding holidays, nonpaid 
convention, etc. 

2. Amend Article VI, E, 2 to increase per credit reimbursement from $90 to $9.5. 

3. Amend Article VI, J and M compensation by 5% each year of the agreement. 

Jkf/TA-Walworth 

A’ITACHMENT 1 
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August 14, 1992 

lb?& OFFER 
WALWORTB COUNTY 

HANDICAPPED CBILDREN'S EDUCATION BOARD 

1. Current agreement except as modified by tentative agreements 
and this final offer. 

2. Two year agreement. 

3. Amend Article VI,H to read: 

Effective July 1, 1991, the Walworth County Handicapped 
Children's Education Board agrees to contribute up to 6.1% of 
the individual teacher's gross salary to the Wisconsin 
Retirement System. Effective January 1, 1992, the Walworth 
County Handicapped Children's Education Board agrees to 
contribute up to 6.2% of the individual teacher's gross salary 
to the Wisconsin Retirement System. 

4. Amend Article VI,G,l to read: 

Walworth County shall pay 100 percent of the health 
insurance premium for full-time teachers. 

5. Effective the first day of the first calendar month which is 
thirty (30) days after the date of the arbitration award, 
change the health insurance plan as per Attachment 1. 

6. Salary: 

a. Effective July 1, 1991, as per Attachment 2. 
b. Effective July 1, 1992, as per Attachment 3. 
C. Effective the first day of the first calendar month which 

is thirty (30) days after the date of the arbitration 
award, as per Attachment 4. 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED HEALTH INSURANCE REVISIONS 

I. The health insurance plan w>ll be changed from a Base Plus Major Medical 
Plan to a Comprehensive Major Medical Plan (CMHP), as described on the 
Schedule of Benefits attached hereto as Appendix A. 

2. The lifetime maximum benefit per person shall be Sl,OOO,OOO, with no 
restoration provisions. 
under the Plan. 

The lifetime maximum applies to all payments 
Only claims paid on and after ApriI 1, 1992, shall 

apply against the lifetime maximum. 

3. Specific benefit changes agreed to by the parties: 

a. The psychiatric benefits, as specified in the Appendix A, will 
include the services of a licensed psychologist. Co-insurance is 
as specified under Appendix A. Benefits for psychiatric care are 
excluded from the CMMP deductible and out-of-pocket maximums. 
However, such benefits are subject to the Sl,OOO,OOO lifetime 
maximum per individual. r_ 

b. The definition of "Dependent" is revised as defined in Appendix B. 

C. The revised definition of "Dependent" eliminates the prior 
practice in which an individual could be covered under more than 
one insurance plan provided by Walworth County. However, certain 
individuals will be provided limited grand-fathered duplication of 
benefits -- see attached Appendix C. 

d. UCR (Usual, Customary and Reasonable) standards are expanded to 
apply to all medical services, radiology and pathology services. 

e. The following special benefit maximums contained in the old health 
plan document are removed: 

(1) The Hospital Genefit Period limit of 365 days of Inpatient 
care per Confinement. 

(2) The 90 day Iifetime limit for hospital benefits for 
pulmonary tuberculosis. 

(3) The 3 visit limit under emergency accident care for 
sprains/strains. 

(4) The $10 per visit, 560 per year, limit for radiation therapy 
for benign conditions. 

(5) The benefit period limit for post-hospital coordinated home 
health care. 

f. Other special benefit maximums contained in the old health plan 
document are modified as follows: 
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(1) The physician home call limit (under the post-hospital 
coordinated home$ealth care program) is increased from 
58.00 per call to S50.00 per call. 

:21 The maximum benefit of S30,OOO.OO per member per calendar 
year for the treatment of kidney disease will be modified to 
add the following provision: "The S30,OOO.OO amount will be 
indexed to automatically increase or decrease to whatever 
amount is set by 632.895 (4) (a), Wis. stats., at the time 
established for such revision by such statutory change." 

4. Special provisions related to the insurance plan transition: 

a. Any deductible or co-insurance amounts paid by an employee in the 
same calendar year in which the CMMP is implemented, and prior to 
the effective date of the CHMP, will be applied towards,the out- 
of-pocket limits under the CMMP. If an employee's out-of-pocket 
amounts under the old plan document exceed the out-of-pocket limit 
under the new CMMP, there will be no refund. 

r- 
b. No employee ~111 be required to repay any claim amounts paid under 

the old plan for services which would not have been a covered 
service under the new CMMP. 

C. If a child or step-child no longer meets the definition of an 
eligible dependent, the employee must notify the County Personnel 
Department within 60 days from the effective date of the CMMP. 
Failure to do so may make the individual ineligible for insurance 
cdntinuation rights. If notice is received within 60 days, the 
child or step-child will be offered COERA continuation rights, if 
applicable under law. 

d. If a child was denied coverage under the old plan based on the oId 
definition of "dependent" and that child now meets the revised 
definition of "dependent," then the employee must complete an 
application to add that child or step-child and the application 
must be received in the County Personnel Department within 30 days 
of the effective date of the CMMP. If the application is received 
by jaid date, the child or step-child will not be subject to 
exjdence of insurability or waiting periods for pre-existing 
conditions. If the application is received after the deadline 
specified herein, the child or step-child will be subject to a 
health statement application and, if the application is approved, 
waiting periods for pre-existing conditions. 

5. The County agrees to comply with the terms of Appendix D, concerning the 
implementation of the CMHP. 

6. The County will establish an IRS Section 125 plan as follows: 

a. A flexible medical spending account with a maximum amount set 
aside by the employee of $1000 per calendar year. 



b. A child care account with a maximum amount set aside bj the 
employee of $1000 per,calendar year. 

. 
C. Employees may not participate in the Section 125 plan until they 

have completed their initial probationary period. 



Appendix A 

HEALTH INSURqNCE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 

This schedule is intended as a summary of coverage under the Plan. A more 
detailed explanation of coverage is provided by the Group Health Care Plan 
Document in its entirety, and benefits payable are subject to the express 
wording of the Plan Document. 

Each covered ~Member fl,DOO,OOO -- applies to all payments by 
the Plan for each Member's lifetime 

COnPREHENSIVE HAJOR HEDICAL PLAN (CMIP) 

Calendar Year Deductible: SIOO per Member 
$300 aggregate limit 6; Family 

Coinsurance: 

Expenses incurred for Covered Services in 
the last 3 months of a Calendar Year which 
were applied to that Calendar Year's 
Deductible will be applied to the 
Deductible of the next Calendar Year. 

After You satisfy the Deductible, the Plan 
pays 80% of the next $2,000 of Covered 
Services per Member, subject to the Out- 
of-Pocket limits. Thereafter, the Plan 
pays Covered Services for Members for the 
remainder of the Calendar Year up to the 
Lifetime 8enefit Maximum. 

Out-of-Pocket Limit (including 
the CMMP deductible(s)): 4500 per Calendar Year, single coverage 

$1,000 per Calendar Year, family coverage 

Exclusions: The CMMP Deductible, Coinsurance and Out- 
of-Pocket Limit are not applicable to 
Psychiatric Benefits. 

Special Benefit Maximums: 
(Included in; and not in addition to, the Individual Lifetime Benefit Maximum) 

Physician's Home Calls Limited to a maximum of $50.00 per call 
when provided as part of a post-hospital 
coordinated home health care program 
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Treatment of Kidney Disease 

. 

Skilled Nursing Facility 

Mandated Home Care 

Maximum of $30,000.00 per Calendar Year 
per Member 
[Note: the $30.000.00 amount will be 
indexed to automatically increase or 
decrease to whatever amount is set by 
632.895 (4) (a), Nis. stats., at the time 
established for such revision by such 
statutory change.) 

Maximum of 90 days during any one Period 
'of Disability when placed within 24 hours 

of release from a Hospital 

Maximum of 40 Home Care Visits per 
Calendar Year per Member 

Applies to all nervous and mental disorders and alcoholism-and other drug 
abuse problems. Payments made for Psychiatric Benefits do not apply towards 
satisfaction of the CMMP Deductible, Coinsurance and Out-of-Pocket Limit. 

Inpatient Psychiatric Care: The Plan pays 90% of Covered Services, 
subject to a maximum of 60 days of 
inpatient treatment per Calendar Year per 
Member 

Outpatient Psychiatric Care: The Plan pays 80% of Covered Services for 
eligible outpatient services. 

PRE-ADMISSION/PRE-SURGERY CERTIFICATION PROGRAH 

This Plan contains requirements for pre-certification of non-emergency 
Inpatient Confinements or Surgeries performed in a Hospital or surgical suite, 
and notification of emergency Confinements within 24 hours of admission. 
Failure to provide notification prior to confinement or surgery, or to provide 
notification after an emergency admission, will result in a reduction of 4200 
of benefits otherwise payable under the Plan. This reduction will not apply 
toward the deductible or out-of-pocket requirements of the Plan. 



Appendix B 

DEFINIiION OF DEPENDENT 

An e'ligible Dependent means and includes: 

1. The Employee's legal spouse; 

2. The unmarried Child of the Employee from birth to 19 years of age. 
"thild" includes a natural child, adopted child, or a Legal Ward 
of the Employee. 

3. The unmarried stepchild of the Employee from birth to 19 years of 
age provided the stepchild is dependent on the Employee's 
household for at least 50% of his or her financial support (i.e., 
a child is not an eligible dependent if the child lives within the 
Employee's household less than 50% of the time). 

4. The unmarried child or stepchild of the Employee to 25 years of 
age, provided the child is attending an accredjted educational 
institution on a full-time basis (as determined by the 
institution's definition of full-time status), and is dependent on 
the Employee for at least 50% of his or her financial support. 

5. The child of a covered Dependent child only until the Dependent 
child is 18 years of age. Student status of the Dependent child 
age 18 or older does not extend coverage for the grandchild. 

6. A Dependent child or stepchild ceases to be an eligible Dependent 
under the plan: 

a'. At the end of the calendar month he or she marries 

b. At the end of the calendar month he or she reaches 19 years 
of age, except for unmarried students enrolled full-time in 
an accredited educational institution. Upon graduation from 
high school, a child age 19 or older is deemed to be a full- 
time student until the beginning of the next regular school 
semester/term. If the child falls to attend school as a 
full-time student at that next semester/term, coverage will 
terminate at the end of the month in which that next 
semester/term began. 

C. At the end of the calendar month in which a full-time . 
student ceases to be a full-time student (except as provided 
in d.), or at the end of the calendar month in which a full- 
time student reaches 25 years of age. The full-time 
unmarried student is deemed to be an eligible student 
during normal semester/term breaks. If the child fails to 
attend school as a full-time student at the next 
semester/term, coverage will terminate at the end of the 
month in which that next semester/term began. 
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, d. At the end of the semester in which a full-time student is 
forced to drop out of school due to his/her temporary 
medical disabilizy. The period of extended coverage under 
the Employee's plan following the month in which the student 
dropped out of school shall count against the COBRA 
continuation eligibility period. 

7. A Dependent Child who ceases to be an eligible Dependent as 
provided in (6) shall be eligible for continuation of coverage 
rights in accordance with State or Federal law. An unmarried 
child who is a full-time student and who is dependent on the 
employee's household for at least 50% of his/her financial support 
may subsequently be added to the employee's coverage, subject to 
the following: 

a. If the child has continuation coverage under the Plan in 
effect at the time that the employee completes an 
application to add the full-time unmarried student to the 
employee's coverage, the child will be approved for 
coverage. r- 

b. If the child does not have continuation'coverage under the 
Plan in effect at the time that the employee completes an 
application to add the full-time unmarried student to the 
employee's coverage, the child will be approved for coverage 
and not subject to evidence of insurability, but the child's 
coverage shall be subject to Late Entrant pre-existing 
condition provisions. 

8. Reaching the limiting age specified herein does not end the 
coverage for a Dependent Child while the child is and continues to 
be both incapable of self-sustaining employment by reason of 
mental retardation or physical handicap, and who is chiefly 
dependent on the Employee for support and maintenance and is 
claimed as a dependent on the Employee's Federal tax return. The 
incapacity and dependency must begin while the child is insured 
under this Plan. The Employee must furnish proof of the 
incapacity and dependency within 31 days of the child reaching 19 
years of age, and periodically thereafter, but no more than 
annually, as requested by the Plan administrator. The Employee 
must provide the proof at no cost to the Plan. 

9. A Dependent ceases to be an eligible Dependent under the plan 
while serving in the Armed Forces of any country. The Dependent 
may subsequently be added to the Employee's coverage, provided 
application is made by the Employee within 30 days of the 
Dependent's discharge from the Armed Forces. 

10. In no event shall the term Dependent include an Employee's spouse 
or child who is: 

a. Covered under the Plan as an Employee; 
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b. In the Armed Forces of any country; 

C. A relative not dpecified above; or 

d. No longer the legal Dependent of the Employee or spouse as 
the result of termination of parental rights. 

11. io dependent may be covered under any insurance plan provided by 
W,alworth County as the dependent of more than one Employee. 

s 
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Insu+ence.Agreement 
Appendix c 

DISCONTINOMCE OF DUPLICATION OF BENEFITS 
BETWEEN COUNTY PROVIDED INSURANCE PLANS 

and 
CERTAIN GRAND-FATRERED PROVISIONS 

Prior to the implementation of the revisedHealth Insurance Plan Document and the 
Dental Insurance Plan Document, it was possible for en individual to receive 
benefits under more than one insurance plan provided by Walworth County. 
Effective upon implementation of the revised plan documents, this practice of 
duplication of benefits will be discontinued. 

Transfer of coverase won termination/loss of coveracre of Emolovee 

When en Employee and any Dependent loses coverage due to the termination of 
coverage of the Employee, the coverage of that Employee and any Dependents may 
be transferred to another county Employee's insurance coverage for whom they are 
an eligible Dependent, without evidence of insurability or new pre-existing 
conditions. If the other county Employee was not enrolled because they were a 
Dependent under the terminating Employee's Family Coverage, that Employee is 
eligible to enroll in the insurance plan without evidence of insurability or new 
pre-existing conditions, provided application is made within thirty (30) calendar 
days of termination of the other Employee's coverage. If 'the second Employee 
wishes to add Dependents to coverage who were not previously covered, those 
Dependents are subject to Late Entrant provisions. 

Grane-fathered Exceotion to Non-Duolication 

This exception applies onlytothose individuals who had duplicate coverage under 
two or more Employees' insurance plans as of September 30, 1992. Such 
individual(s) may coztinue to be covered under more then one county insurance 
polio, and take advantage of deductible and co-insurance provisions of the 
plan(s) However, coverage under more than one insurance plan will not iscrease 
any specified benefit maximums. 
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Appendix D 

WALUORTH COW-TV HEALTH INSURANCE CLAINS ADNINISTNATION 

The County agrees that health care benefits that were provided and paid 
for pursuant to an express and specific provision of the old health insurance 
plan, and which were not specifically increased, reduced. eliminated or 
otherwise modified in the negotiations for the 1991-1993 Collective Bargaining 
Agreement, will be provided and paid for under the new Comprehensive Major 
Medical Planwhen it is put into effect, at the same level that they were 
provided and~lpaid for under the old health insurance plan, except that 
payments forl,such benefits are subject to the deductible and co-insurance 
payment provisions contained in the new Comprehensive Major Medical Plan. 

The County will not provide and pay for any health care benefit which was 
not providedland paid for pursuant to an express and specific provision of the 
old health insurance plan, or was provided or paid for in error. 

The terms expressed herein concerning the implementat'ibn of the CMMP 
shall expireion July 31, 1994. 
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38507 3x&7 
38889 LOOM 
39271 4w.24 
39654 40012 
40036 41200 
40419 L1589 
40800 41976 
(1183 42365 
41566 42753 
LlQ48 43lLl 
42134 13529 
‘271, 43917 
‘3OQ4 44305 
63476 44b94 
43860 45082 

31333 32331 
31720 32RO 
32109 33108 
32497 33497 
32LuI5 33884 
33273 34272 
33t41 346.50 
You '5049 
34430 35437 
34825 35825 
35213 36213 
35601 3MOl 
35989 36989 
36378 37378 
M76b 37765 
37155 38154 
37543 38542 
37930 38931 
38318 39319 
38707 39706 
39095 LOOP‘ 
39484 - ‘0483 
39871 40871 
40259 41260 
40647 ‘1648 
61036 42035 
41424 42423 
41812 42812 
42200 43200 
L258a 43589 
42976 L3976 
I .3365 44364 
43752 44752 
44141 45141 
44529 45529 
u917 45917 
45305 46305 
45694 Lb.594 

46081 47082 
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~~9.92 UALYJPT” OOJYTY “CEs IWZ-93 BMRO FINAL OFFER (5235OIS.25’; PEP CELL) 

2 23586 24?79 2cm 
2.5 239L3 24535 25126 

3 Z&290 2Ca90 25c81 
3.5 24653 25245 25636 

‘ 25008 25600 26191 
d.5 25363 25955 265i.6 

5 25718 26310 26901 
5.5 26073 26&A 27256 

6 26128 27019 27610 
6.5 26783 27374 27965 

7 27138 2TRa 28520 
7.5 27492 28085 Z&75 

8 27847 t&i36 29030 
6.5 2a202 28796 29385 

9 28556 29lLP 29740 
9.5 28911 295C4 30095 

10 29266 29850 30L50 
10.5 29621 30213 30801 

11 2997, 30568 31159 
11.5 30332 30923 31515 

12 30687 31278 31870 
12 5 31042 31633 32225 

13 31397 3196-5 325ao 
3.5 0 0 32935 

14 0 0 33290 
14.5 0 0 3365 

15 0 0 33999 
15.5 0 0 34351 

16 0 0 34709 
16.5 0 0 3506& 

17 0 0 35418 
17.5 0 0 3577L 

iB 0 0 36129 
18 5 0 0 0 

19 0 0 0 
19.5 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 
20.5 0 0 0 

21 0 0 0 

25363 25955 26723 
25716 26310 27096 
26073 26664 27169 
26i2a 27019 27ad.l 
267BJ 27373 28215 
27137 2n2a 2a5M 
27L92 26Oa3 28959 
27a47 2BL3R 29331 
2a202 28794 29705 
28556 29149 3oon 
28911 295M 30450 
29266 29858 3oa23 
29621 30213 31196 
2w77 30561) 31568 
30332 30923 319L0 
30687 31278 32313 
31042 31633 32685 
31397 31988 33056 
31751 323L3 33231 
32106 32649 33801 
32461 33053 3L176 
32816 33L00 34549 
33171 33763 34922 
33526 3411a 35295 
33881 34473 35667 
3L237 3La26 36OLO 
3L592 35182 36412 
34945 35537 36705 
35300 35891 37157 
35655 36266 37531 
36010 36601 37903 
36365 36957 30276 
36720 37312 36649 

0 37M7 39022 
0 38022 39394 
0 0 39767 
0 0 40139 
0 0 10511 
0 0 400% 

27'.92 
27864 
2623B 
28610 
28983 
29355 
29729 
30101 
3017L 
308L6 
31219 
31591 
31964 
32337 
32710 
33082 
33L56 
33020 

3L573 
34945 
35318 
35690 

36436 
36809 
37181 
37555 
37927 
36300 
30672 
39ob5 
39417 
39790 
1016.3 
40536 
Lo9oa 
41282 
41654 

2&90 

29266 
29652 
3003f 
3oL21 
30004 
31189 
31573 
31950 
32343 
32727 
33112 
33496 
33881 
34265 
34650 
35034 
35L18 
35802 
3b61aa 
36573 
36957 
37542 
3i726 
38111 
3&95 
38879 
39263 
39648 
40034 
LO417 
LOB03 
11106 
61572 

b1955 
42340 
42724 
43109 

29504 30510 
298M 30900 
30273 31290 
30657 31680 
31042 32071 
31426 32461 
31810 32852 
32195 33242 
32580 33632 
32964 34022 
33w 5UlL 
33734 3LaOb 
3411a 35195 
36503 35583 
3baa4 35975 
35271 36365 
35655 36756 
36040 07x6 
36L2L .37537 
36809 37927 
37193 38518 
37570 38700 
37962 39097 
36347 39wIP 
38732 39a79 
39116 ‘0270 
39500 LOMO 
39885 L1050 
40270 Ll440 
CO65L 41851 
41038 I.2221 
61423 42612 
ua0a UOO2 
42192 43392 
42379 L37a2 
L2960 4173 
L3U5 64563 
43730 u.955 

LLl15 45345 

31515 
31w5 
32296 
32686 
33077 
33467 
33850 
342&a 
3L639 
JSO2a 
35618 
35809 
36199 
36!90 
36980 
37371 
3n761 
38151 
3a541 
3a933 
39323 
39714 
LO104 
40494 
60004 
blzn 
416b5 
L2056 
12U.6 
42836 
L3226 
43617 
u.008 
u399 
4089 
45179 
65569 
45960 
I.6350 

32519 

33301 
33692 
34082 
JL4i7 

34562 
35253 
3563 
36036 
36i2L 
36614 
372OL 
37595 

38377 
30767 
39158 
395&B 
39938 
I.0328 
40719 
LllO9 
‘1300 
41690 
‘22BO 
L2670 
L3062 
43L52 
L3w.3 
44233 
LL623 
45013 
45LOC 
I.5791 
46185 
L6575 
46966 
47356 
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1. Amend Article 

Teachers 

TENTATIVE AGREEMENTS 

VIII,C td add the following: 

assigned to one of the school districts served 
by WCBCEB shall follow the calendar and assigned work 
schedules of the assigned districts. If a district increases 
or decreases the number of actual teacher work days after the 
1990-91 school year, teachers assigned to that district will 
have their compensation increased or decreased accordingly on 
a proTrata daily basis‘ from the WCHCEB salary schedule. 
Actual! work days are defined as student contact., inservice, 
record?' 

etc., excluding holidays, nonpaid convention, etc. 

2. Amend Article VI,E,Z to increase per credit reimbursement from 
$90 to $95. 

3. Amend Article VI,J and M compensation by 5% each year of the 
agreement. 

I, 
jkiK.&W&VOru1 


